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Grimorium Verum is one of the most notorious handbooks of black magic -- one of the few that

deals openly with spirits of darkness. People have long sought the aid of non-physical beings; the

biblical king Solomon in particular had a reputation since ancient times for commanding demons.

There are many texts purporting to reveal Solomon's methods, but most are extremely complicated

and difficult. Grimorium Verum is one of the easier texts, but also one of the most sinister. It

includes a catalog of specific demons and how to draw on their powers. This new critical edition

includes a fresh translation based on all the major sources, complete French and Italian texts, and 5

other appendices.
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Joseph Peterson has translated many religious and esoteric texts, including John Deeâ€™s Five

Books of Mystery, The Lesser Key of Solomon (Lemegeton), and The Sixth and Seventh Books of

Moses. He has contributed articles to Scriptures of the World's Religions (1998) and

Document-Based Questions (World History/Ancient Civilizations, 2006). Peterson is an active

member of the American Academy of Religion and the American Folklore Society. He has an

extensive collection of rare esoteric documents, which he shares at his award-winning websites

esotericarchives.com and avesta.org. He lives near Rochester Minnesota.

Impeccably interesting and a great read, I recommend it to anyone with an interest in the occult.



Good stuff. Interesting. Occultists seem to pray to Jesus a lot. They use demons as slaves rather

than worship them.

A beautiful book with lovely illustrations and info. Makes a fantastic addition to your collection of

spell books! Perfect gift for the wild and witchy!

wow, crazy book, very detailed, I bought it as a conversation piece and for reference, not planning

on doing any Black magic.

This will surely be a good read and then some. I am impressed with this author's hard work put in.

Looking forward to more.

Seems to be pretty complete, research was done very well and all referenced materials are

explained via foot note throughout also justifying and explaining included/compared material.

Excellent work

great book , i'm still looking for that ultimate magic book that has more details about , how and when

/ preparation to do the work . lots of these book is just a copy of couple things from other books .

They don't have the full details about lots of the stuff in there . so please anyone that is reading this ,

i'm not saying that this book is not worth the buy , it's a great book , but i just wish it give more

details .i'm learning and practicing magic so if anyone out there would like to share some wisdoms

knowledge about real good magic book please feel free to email : slimgray25@yahoo.comthank you

I had the opportunity to study this book when I went to high school, but I had to return it and I could

never buy it in that time. This version is definitely better than the first time I read. The book has

much more information, including a version in French, which gives a special touch to this work. The

erudition of this work is evident, being this aspect one of for those that more I am grateful to its

author.
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